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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to compare the exact method of 

computation with the various approximate methods of computation of 

the natural frequencies of simply supported uniform beams carrying con- 

centrated loads. 

For purposes of this investigation, the exact method of compu- 

tation for a single span beam with one concentrated load will be con- 

sidered as the application of the appropriate boundary conditions to 

the solution of the fourth order partial differential equation for uni- 

form beams. The effects of shear, damping, and rotatory inertia are 

neglected, The approximate methods to be used for comparison are the 

Rayleigh Method ?”, the Ritz Method!, the Dunkerley Nquation Method", 

and formulas developed by Timoshenko, Freberg and Kenler?, and Den 

Hartog’. 

In considering the single span carrying several concentrated loads, 

the criterion is established by the Method of Influence Coefficients*, 

in which the deflections are expressed in terms.of the influence coef- 

ficients and the inertia forces. Methods used for comparison are, the 

Rayleigh Method, the Iteration Method~, and the Dunkerley Equation 

Method”, 

For the two span beam it was assumed that the method in which 

D'Alembert's Principle? was applied presented the most accurate results. 

Methods used for comparison were the Iteration Method, the Rayleigh 

Method and the Dunkerley Equation Method.



The literature available on the subject can be divided into two 

categories: Standard text books which treat of the fundamentals, and 

papers and articles published in the scientific journals, which for 

the most part deal with one facet of the preblem to a high degree of 

concentration. It is from the former that most of the material used 

in this paper is taken. 

The material considered was divided into four parts. They are 

the consideration of 

A, A single span uniform beam with a concentrated load at the 

center, 

B. A single span uniform beam with a concentrated load not at 

the center, 

C. A single span uniform beam with discrete loads, 

D. A two span uniform beam with concentrated loads at mid span. 

In each of these methods the fundamental frequency is computed. 

Where methods permit, the second and third modes were also computed. 

In case A, load ratios were varied so that results were obtained for 

the load conditions W = 2wL and W = 4wL as well as for W = wl. Where 

W is the concentrated load, w is the weight per unit length of the 

beam, and L is the length of the beam. 

Approximate methods used were chosen on the basis of flexibility, 

accuracy, speed and ease of use. 

Numerical comparisons are included in tabular form and a summary 

is included recapitulating the results.



IV THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The papers covered in the Review of Literature are those vhich 

are closely related te the subject of this mper, since coverage of 

the exact topic was only found in text books which are listed in the 

Bibliography. 

Re As Anderson in the 1953 Journal of Applied Mechanics in an 

article cn "Flexural Vibrations in Uniform Beams According to the 

Timoshenko Theory", presented the general series solution for the 

flexural vibretions in a uniform beam. The series solution for the 

pin ended beam was also given. Rending moment and shear force so- 

lutions, for the case of a concentrsted transient force at the mid- 

point of a pin-ended beam, according to the elementary and the 

Timoshenko equations, sre compared. It was found th=t the form of 

the general solution was similar to that of the elementary equation 

except that two series and two sets of frequencies are produced. 

For a pin ended beam, the first set of frequencies approached the 

elementary ecustion freauencies for the lower moides in slender bars, 

and the pure shear vibration frecuencies for the higher modes in 

thick beams. 

We He Hoppmann published a paper in the 1952 Journal of Applied 

Mechanics under the title, "Forced Lateral Vibrations of Beams Carry- 

ing A Concentrated Mass". A simply supported beam with a concentrated 

weight at the midpoint was chosen. A force was assumed to act normal 

to the beam length. The homogeneous form of the Bernoulli - Euler



beam equation was solved considering the problem ss one with time 

dependent boundary conditionse The solution was transformed to give 

the deflection and bending strain caused by a pulse type load. 

Computational as well as experimental results were compared. Oscillo- 

grams showed transition to a one degree cf freedom system as the 

concentrated mass to beam ratio incressed. 

We T. Thomson in the 1950 Journal of Applied Mechanics under 

the title, "Matrix Solution for the Vibration of Non Uniform Beams", 

introduced a matrix solution for a tabular method previously intro- 

duced by N. 9. Myklestad in 1944. This method assumed the beam to be 

divided into sm:1l sections each of which was reg-rded as a canti- 

lever with a concentrated mss at the ends Shear, moment, slope and 

deflection for each point were expressed in terms of the free end of 

each cantilever. The ecuations thus found were put in metrix form. 

By applying boundary conditions to the consolidated mtrix formed 

by multiplying all the square matrices, the frequency equation was 

found. 

Re Se Ayre and Le S. Jacobsen published a paper in the 1950 

Journal of Applied Mechanics under the title, "Natural Frequencies 

of Continuous Beams of Uniform Span Length". The authors have devised 

a graphical network which can be used to determine the flexural vi- 

bration of continuous beams having any number of spans of uniform 

length. It is shown that, because there exists for continuous beams 

of a uniform spen a definite pattern of frequency, once the pattern
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has been established, the frecuency of any mode may be determined by 

an application of the problem to the network. ‘Three cases were 

treated; both ends simply supported, both ends clamped, and one end 

simply supported and the other end clamped. 

Dana Young, in the 194¢@ Journal of Applied Mechanics under the 

title, "Vibration of a Beam With Concentrated Mass, Spring and 

Dash~pot", presented a method for finding the natural frecuencies of 

a uniform beam which carries certain combimtions of concentrated 

masses, dash=pots and springse Examples sre given am solutions are 

worked out for a cantilever beam. However, the method is general and 

may be applied to beams having any type of end support. 

Ne O. Myklestad in the Journal of Aeronautical Science of June 

1944 published a paper with the title, "A New Method of Calculating 

Natural Medes of Uncoupled Bending Vibration of Airplane Wings and 

Other Types of Beams." This method is of the tabular type and is 

analogous to that of Holzer. It is based on the fact that for a 

forced vibration with a finite amplitude the shaking force becomes 

zero at any of the natural frequenciese The beam, considered weight~ 

less, is assumed to carry a series of concentrated masses. Equations 

for shear, moment, slope and deflection are written for the nth 

sections Assuming an arbitrary value of slope and a unit value of 

deflection at one end of the beam, by a tabular method, the slope 

and deflection are computed at the other end. By assuming that one 

end of the beam is shaken by an arbitrary shaking force, new values



il 

of slope and deflection are calculated. These in turn enable the 

calculation of the preducts of masses and deflections. Since at reso-= 

nance, the shakins force is zero, so also, the sum of the inertia 

forces must be geros A olot of the sum of the products of masses and 

deflections versus applied frecvency will give the natural frequencies 

of the system.
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THE INVusTIGATION 

A, Sinele Span with Load at Center. 

1. Solution by the Exact Method. 

& simply supported uniform beam of length L, weight per unit 

length w, and having 4 concentrated load at mid=span ‘’, is given. 

(Figure 1.) | 

A solution of the simplified beam equation will be obtained by 

the method ef separation of variables. Appropriate boundary conditions 

will be applied thereto to obtain four homogenecus linear equations. 

The expansion of the determinant of these equations will produce the 

frequency equation. First mode frequencies will be obtained for the 

load conditions W 2 wh, W® 2wL, and w= Awl. The first three mode 

frequencies will be obtained for the load condition Wf = wl. 

The differential equation for the transverse vibration of a 

beam is 

a2d ig = 325 
ox ate 

where a® = EIg/Ap and e is the weight. per unit volume. 

& product solution y(x,t) = X(x) T(t) is assumed and when sub- 

stituted in the beam equation ahove produces 

a2 xlVp 2-yp 

Dividing by XT we obtain
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atxV 2. 7 = p2 
x 7 

ore spk and Pe pet 
a 

Letting p = M2Za = He Elg/pALh and solving we obtain 

X= C sin Mx + D cos Mx +E sinh Mx+F cosh Nx, and 
L L L L 

T # A sin pt t B cos pt. 

Using the following boundary conditions: 

(3) X'(L/2,t) = 0 (1) x(0,t) = 0 

(2) x'(0,t) = 0 (4) EIX (L/2,t)T = uy 
2g oe 

where y @ =peXxt 

two homogeneous equations containing the constants C and E are ob- 

tained. These are 

C cos M +E cosh M # 0 
2 a 

G (2pat) cos M- sin Ml- 5 (2¢at) cosh M +sinh M/ =o 
2 2 MW 2 2 

These constants bive values other than zero only if the determinant 

or their coefricients is equal to zero, Expanding the determinant, 

the frequency equation in the parameter M is obtained. 

PAL 4 tan M - tanh M 
2 2 

This equation is solved graphically for M (Figure 2), first 

second and third mode frequencies being obtained. 

A ae 

Frequencies are obtained by use of the equation, p * M\lEIg 
wt



thing \|EIg = Q@, the results obtained are as follows: 
WL” 

W = wh Pr @ 5.66 & 

Ws 2uL Py ™ 4.37 @ 

W = hw py = 3.27 

Wes wh Py = 67.8 

Wo = wh | p- = 206.5 @ 

2. Solution by Rayleigh Method 

There are two variations of this method in the literature. 

Soth of them will be discussed. 

Timoshenkel indicates 2 procedure whereby the kinetic energy 

of the beam is computed and added to the maximum kinetic energy of the 

concentrated loat, The weight thus involved is used as the concentrated 

load o. a beam where the weight of the beam is neglected, The fre~ 

quency is computed by the formula p afi Ww 

To illustrate: 

Let y = - Px (31° - 4x”) be the assumed deflection curve of the 
L8ET 

the beam. It may also be assumed that displacenents are proportional 

to the statie deflecticn of a beam carrying a concentrated load ct 

mid~span. The displacement Y, of an element 'wdc' distant 'c! from 

y wy Gote = he?). 
e7 Lf2 

The kinetic energy of the beam is found to be 

the support will be
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4 

z 

Kele = af Ta poh 30L* en Le?) R46 = L7 wh x 

2 L 3500 kk 

sue ‘tinelic enerzy of the concentrated weight is wy, where y 

28 
is tne iaxinum displacement of W, Adding the two kinetic energies 

we onbein 

Kee ~ i G3 4 17/3 5wl.) y*. 

2 g 

Using W $ 17/35wL as a concentrated load at midspan, and substituting 

in p =\ks/W for the three load conditions the first mode frequency is 

obtained, 

For W = wh p * 5.69 Q 

Wom 2wL p = 4.39 @ 

Wot dwh 

where Q = 

  

The other variation involves the computation of the maximum 

potential and kinetic energies or the system, equating them to 

form a frecueney equation, 

To illustrate: 

A deflection curve is assumed which satisfies tne boundary con= 

ditions, 

yea sintkx 
x L 

The potential energy is P.E. = 

no
ir
e 

HIE
 

4 

8 

no
 |
Ps
 Hi
 

e
e
,
 

aR ee”
 a fe



1s 

L 

The kinetic energy is Kee. = lL] y*dm + Luy 
2 2¢é 

o 
x= 1/2 

Since (max) ma py, by equating ond solving for p* we obtain 

EI (ax)? doe 
xe 

g g IX=1/2 
o 

Substituting the assumed deflection curve into the above 

p* =   

formala,the fundamental frequency is obtained, The results are 

For W = wh p * 5.69 @ 

W = Qwh D = byeh2 Q 

Woe dw p = 3.29 @ 

Only the fundamental or first mode frequency is available by 

this method, 

Eoually accurate results were obtained by using the deflection 

curve ¥ = Px (31 - kx*) in the second method. However, the work was 
L851 

more time consuming. Care should be taken, when using this curve, not 

to integrate across the discontinuity, since the -irve repr sents the 

deflection for only half the beam, 

3. Solution by Dunkerley's Equation 

For a characteristic equation of degree n the second term of 

the frequency equation will be 

n=l 
- ( ayy - Borne - 433M, * e (3) 

if the roots of the frequency equation are assumed to be i 

p=
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LL, 2 « « » the second term of the equation will be 

~1 
-~ (1 4+ 1- +1 2 (2) 

| onal a. 2 

Pt 58 ps p 

Equating corresponding coefficients and dropping the terms 

having the squares of the higher frequencies the Dunkerley Uquation 

is obtained, 

oince a), = A = 4, the equation may be written 

1 Pin 

- 1 * @ ¢ 1zi, +h, +1 D 
Pr Pay P22 P33 

This equation cin be adapted to the solution of this problem 

by redefining the terms of the equation as fcllows: 

Pp, = fundamental frequency of the system, 

Po. fundamental frequency of the beam alone, 

Pop = fundamental frequency of the beam with the load at the 

mid-point but neglecting the weight of the bean, 

Since pj, = 7 2 | EIg/wl4 and P59 = | ks/'i =|nsite/id 

and by Lebting| e/a! = @ the frequencies were found to be 

  

For W = wL p m 5.68 Q 

wWo= 2wL Pp = 4.39 Q 

W 2 bwL p = 3.26 Q
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This method offers a rapid,accurate method for the solution of 

this problem, as the beam frequency can be found in beam frequency 

2 tabulations”, and the k for the concentrated weight is the reciprocal 

of the maximum static deflection for the beam with the concentrated 

load at mid«span. 

4. Solution by Ritz Method 

The Ritz method is a refinement of the Rayleigh method which 

enables the calculation of higher modes as well as the fundamental. 

In solutions by this method a deflection curve is assumed which 

satisfies the boundary conditions and is symmetric with the concentrated 

load. The number of terms employed will govern the number of modes 

obtained. 

For examples, y = a, sin Tx/L + a,sin 39x/L + a, sin 5ix/L was 

assumed as the deflection curve. The frequencies obtained were for the 

first three modes, If 

y * a, sintx /L + ag sin 277x/L + a3 sin 377 x/L 

had been used, the frequencies for the first and second modes would 

have been produced by the first and third terms, and the second term 

would have produced the second mode of the uniform beam without the 

concentrated load, The nodal point for the second mode passes through 

the center of the beam and hence imparts zero velocity to the concen 

trated load. Since the presence of the concentrated load does not 

affect the potential energy, the conditions introduced by the term 

ay sin 27x/L are analosous to the conditions for a uniform beam with



no concentrated load. 

The mechanics of the Ritz method are the same as the Rayleigh 

up to the determination of the first frequency equation, At this 

point, since minimum frequincies are required, tne derivatives of 

pe are taken with respect to each of the coefficients of the deflec- 

tion curve, a1» a3 se Bs and are equated to zero. 

The determinant of the coefficients Aye 353 oe a is equated 

to zero forming another frequency equation, The degree of this equa- 

tion will depend upon the number of terms in the deflection equation, 

and its solution will produce a mode for each term of the deflection 

equation. 

This method is accurate to within one per cent, when canpared 

with the exact sclution. The accuracy of the method depends upon how 

close the assumed curve is to the actual curve. Higher modes can be 

improved by using more terms in the assumed deflection curve. However, 

by so Going the work is made considerably longer. 

To illustrate: 

The deflection curve assumed is 

y= a, sin Ti x/L + a, sin 377x/L + a, sin 577x/L 

substitution of this equation was made in the Rayleigh frequency 
i. 

BI (a5 “dx 

p* = ? 

equation, 

  

“2 
ul yax + W y* 
& & 

oO 
  x2 L/2
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and the derivative of the resulting equation taken with resect to 

the coefricients A)» aos 2. of the deflection curve. These differen- 

tiations are set equal to zero, It will be helpful when performing 

tais operation, if the differentiation of the above expression as a 

quotient, is taken with respect to as 

L L 
ny \2 

This will produce 3 ay “ dx - peo w { ye + Wy? = 0 

o 

  

Now substituting the deflection equation into the above, 

differentiating as indicated, and by letting k = p*/Elg and q = wT BB 

we obtain 

(q ~ kwh ~ 2ki‘Ja, + 2kila, - 2kiva,, = O 

2kiWa, + (81q ~ kwL - 2k) a, + aku, = 0 

~2kWa, + 2kWa, + (625q = kwL ~ 2kW)a, = 0 

Setting the determinant of the coefficients a_, aos and 2, equal 

to zero and expanding the final frequency equation is obtained, 

owl? + 6kow2LAW = 707k2w2L"q - 2828k2wLWq ¢ 51331 kwlq? 

HE oO
 

+ 102662kWqg2 - 50625q 

Introducing the weight relationship, W = wl = R, the above 

reduces to 

7k3R3 - 3535k7R%q + 153993kRq* = 5042507 = 0. 
Solving we obtain kR =0,325q, 47.78q, 456.67q. 

Letting G = \| EIg/wL4 and solving for p,; we obtain



p, = 5.69 Oy P. 2 68.1 0 and = 210.5 « 
1 Ps 

By using a two term deflection curve, the frequency equation 

was found to be 

5k7R* ~ 24,6kRq - Slco* = 0. 

Solving, the two frequencies are 

p, * 5.69 9, and Py # 69.0 &. 

5. Solutions Based on Beam veicht Concentration 

Freberg and Kemler? employ a solution to this problem based on 

the energy method, The total weight to be concentrated is expressed 

as &@ sum of the siven concentrated load and the weight of the beam 

times a factor, The fsctor is soverned by the ratio of beam weight 

to concentreted weight and may be taken frem a table in tne avove 

reference, Results using p afe/s where W' = Vy + UwL and U the 

constant from the weight ratio table 

were for Ww = wh Pp = 5.71 Q 

w= 2 wh p* 4.43 @ 

4 wh p = 3.28 © with Q =lete/a! 

Timoshenko! in his Rayleigh method, has indicated that 17/35 

of the weight of the beam should be concentrated at the mid span, 

but makes ne distinction for the various iJ to wl ratics. Results 

ave veen listed under section A2, 

ven Hartog? has incorporated in his text a formula wnich con» 

centrates one half the weight of the beam at midspan.



Hesulbs were igor 

W = wh p = 5,66 ¢ 

Wom Qui, p= 4.38 & 

6 dwh p = 3.26 Q 

These methods while accurate and rapid, produce only the first 

mode frequency. 

B. Single Span Beam with Load not at the Center 

le 3Olutlon oy vuxact Method 

The uniformly loaded bean (figure 3) of length L, weignt per 

unit length w, has a concentrated load W ,'c! distant from the left 

support. The first three modes of vibration for the losd condition 

to the solutions of tue beam equation. 

for convenience divide the beam into two parts; the part to the 

deft of the load to be part I and the part to the right to be part II. 

Construct a y axis downward from the left support, and a y' axis down 

ward from the right support, an 4 yvta he te wo Pee has Le Pho tre rt 

and an x' axis to the left from tiie right support. (Figure 3;). 

ane di.ferential equation of the vibreting hean is 

2 diy =_d2. 
Ox tz 

If a golution y = X(x)T(t) is assumed and substituted in the 

differential equation above we wiil obtain acxily = = KT wnich after
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division by XT becomes 

a2xt¥ a -~T = p<, where p= Mea 
T Le 

Solving parts I and II separately the solutions are 

X, = A sin Mx/L + B cos Mx/L + C sinh Mx/1 + D cosh i&/L 

Xyz = E sin Mx/L + F cos Mx/L + G sinh Mx/L + H cosh Mx/L 

The eight boundary conditions are: 

(1) X,(0,t) = 0 (3) Xzz(0,t) = 0 
(2) X; (0,t) = 0° (4) Xpz(0,t) = 0 
(5) Xz (est) = Xzz(o't) (6) X,(e,t) = ~ Xzz(e',t) 

i a“ it i ee 

(7) Xz (cyt) =X, (ert) (8) BIK, (cyt) + EDK (s',t)= Wy 
g 

Mt oe ut , . 

since y = =p“XT (8) becomes EIX, (c ,t) + W p°x (ost) oT, 20 

Application of these boundary conditions to the equations for 

Xz ond Kiy produce four simultaneous equations in the constants A, C, 

ER, and G. Letting k = 13 wW pe -we have 
re g EL 

A sin Me/L + C sinh Mc/L - E sin MeVL ~ G sinh Me'/L = 0 

A cos Ms/L + C cosh Me/L + E cos Me'/L + G cosh Mc'/L = 0 

A sin Mc/L ~ C sinh Mc/L = E sin Mc'/L + G sinh Me'/L = © 

A ( sin He/L = cos Mc/1l} + C ( k sinh Mc/L + cosh Mc/L ) = & cos Mc'/L 

+ G cosh Mc!/L = 0 

Since ©, C, HE, and G will have values other than zero only 

if the determinant of their coefficients is equal to zero, such a 

determinant is formed. Expanding, we obtain the frequency equation as
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a transcendental equation in the parameter M. Letting Mc/L = B 

and Mc'/L = B! 

sin B cosh B cos Bt sinh Bt + sin B sinh B cos B' cosh Bt 

a i. M= -»cos B sinh B sin B' cosh B' + cos B cosh 3 sin 3' sinh B! 
eAL 2 

sin B sinh B sin B' cosh B! + sin B cosh B sin BI sinh 3B! 

- sin B sinh B cos B' sinh B' - cos B sinh B sin B! sinh B! 

Solution is achieved by ‘stervrcl + s:, and graphing for the 

load condition W = wh with c = L and c! = 3L (Figure 4) for the first, 

second and third modes. The results letting qQ = a were, 

Pl = 6.84 Q Po * 28.8 % P3 = 60.1 Q 

2. Solution by Rayleigh Method 

Timoshenkot develops a formula for the unsymmetrical case by 

taking the frequency equation for a massless beam with a concentrated 

load, 

W_ y*(max) = k y? 
22 2 

where y.= maximum deflection and y = y p, and adding to the left side 

the kinetic energies acquired by both sides of the beam because of the 

maximum velocity y of the concentrated load. (Figure 3) 

The frequency p = 6.93 | BIg/pat’ for e = L/4 and c! = 3L/4 is 

accurate to 1-1/2% of error over the exact method. However, unless a 

graph were available, of the transcendental equation for the particular 

load condition, the Rayleigh method would be mich more convenient to 

use.



3e Solution by Dunkerley's Equation 

The Dunkerley equation lends itself to a rapid solution which 

for this case is accurate to within 2%. The procedure is the same 

as outlined in part A, where 

1-1 +1 
PL Pl, 

il 2 

P, = frequency af the system. 

Poo = frequency of the weightless beam with a 

concentrated load. 

= frequency of the uniform beam alone = 

& = = = A oR 3 f ince Poo 2 BoM, “zal a ; where 8. is the influence 

2 

coefficient. 

Pay 

If we let W = wh we have 

45 wes ue “we (2 * 2) 02193 wL4/EIe 
p, wEIg 256RIg EIg 256 

1 = 6570 Elg/wL4 

4e Solution by Ritz method. 

u 

‘*
) t 

  

In this method a deflection curve is assumed which satisfies 

the boundary con’itions of the probleme In this case the deflection 

and moment at each end of the beam must be zero. For this case the 

symmetry restriction imposed in Case A is unnecessary. Cubstitution 

may be made directly into the differentiated form of the Rayleigh
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frequency equation - 
L 2 L 

8 | dx - pv 2 a y“dx + wy” (L/i,t) | = 0 
fa, d Elg Ga, ° 

oO 

4 = l,; As 3, ee ell 

This operation will produce simulteneous linear equations in a,, the 
i 

expansion of the determinant formed from them producing the frequency 

equation. 

The methed is accurate and reasonably rapid for two terms in 

the deflection equation, but begins to be cumbersome as the number of 

terms in the deflection equation is increased. The number of terms 

in the deflection equation governs the degree cf the frequency 

equation, and hence the number of modes obt: ined. 

To illustrate: 

Given a simply supported uniform beam of length L, and weight 

per unit length w. A concentrated weight Wis placed L/4 distant 

from the left support, (Figure 4). 

Assume the deflection curve 

y =a, singx+a_ sin erx + a, sin 3rx 
ir #2 L |? L 

Substitute this equation directly into the differentisted form of the 

Rayleigh frequency equation and indicate its differentiation with 

respect to the coefficients a,, a_, and a, Letting k = ye and gq = 
a i i Ele 

L, we obtain 

L
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Single Span Beam with Load at Quarter Point 

Fige 4
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~~ kwL ~- ki - kWa. =- kW. ts (q L ) ay 2 a, a, 0 

- 2 ka, + (16q - kwL - 2kW) a, - 2 kWa., = 0 

~Kila, ~ 2 Kila, + (81q = kwL - kW) az = 0 

Setting the determinant of the coefficients ecual to zero, inserting 

the weight ratio W= wL = R, and expanding the final frequency equation, 

a cubic in kR is obt-ined. 

5 CR? ~ 376 ICR@q + 2876 Rg? - 12% q? = 0 

KR = 0.48q, 8.0660, 66.656q 

By letting Big/wL* = Q and solving for p, the frequencies are 

obtained, 

Pj = 6.84 Qs Ps = 28.05 0, Py = 80.60 O« 

For the first three modes this method is accurate, (differences of 

less than one percent from the exact sclution being exrnerienced. 

Ce Single Span Beam with Discrete Loads. 

In illustrating this case a beam &0 inches long will be used, 

carrying ecual concentrated loads Wat the quarter and half points. 

The weight of the beam will be neglected. (Figure 5). 

le f£olution by Method of Influence Coefficients. e 

In this method the deflections unjer the loads are expressed 

in terms of the influence coefficients and the inertia forces. The 

equations so formed are then converted from differential eruation 

form to algebraic form by using the relation xX, = h, sin pt.
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W W W 

k—  L/4. —ae— 1/4 —— L/h L/4 —Y 

Single Span Beam with Discrete Loads 

Fig. §



By dividing each eoquation by ve and transposing, homogeneous linear 

equations in h, are formed. The determinant of these eauations is 

then set to zero. It is expanded and produces the frequency equation, 

a cubic in]... 
> 

To illustrates 

The deflection at each load is 

x Fra Wx -a W ~a Wx 

xa Nx na Wx -a Wx, 

x =-a Wx -a We -a Wx 
3 31 1 32g 2 33 ¢ 3 

by substituting x, = hy sin pt into each equation the deflections 

are obtained in algebraic form 

2 2 
h fa W h +a W h + i h 

1 ug? id Re 2 "135° 3 

2 2 2 
h =a  Wph +a Wp h +a Wp ih 

2 el > 1 22 fp 2 23 ¢ 3 

2 2 2 
h, = Woh + W h 

3 S31 Py * S39 oP hy "335 3 

Dividing by as and rearranging in determinant formas coefficients of 

hy» the determinant is set equal to zero.
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a
o
 

. \ (a,4 E>) a5 415 

    
W 8 (a.,-¢.,) a = 0 21 22 fp 23 

a3) as, (aj, - £5) 33 Wp 

Evaluating the influence coefficients, and letting 2+10°/3EI = § 

ayy = @ = bx (12 ~ vo -x*) = 18000 = 9 2 * 102 = 9 

33 GFE 3EI 3EI 

Bo = [> = 32000 = 16S 
48EI 3EI 

a... = a. =a =a = 22000 = 11S 
12 21 32 23 3ET 

= = 0 = 843 B37 Le 7S 

and substituting k = 3EIg/2Wp Ly the determinant becomes 

(9 ~ k) 11 7 

2W .107 i (16 ~ k) li l=0 
3EIg 

7 il (9 ~ k) 

Expanding we obtain 

ow10? (kK -3hk + 7k - 28) =0 
3RIg 

where k = 0.445, 2, and 31.56 

  

Since p* = 3EIg 107? p “| 3000 . 107? .\| ETg 
2kW 2k W 

  

P= 6.90 (1077) \ EIg/W 

  Py = PT \ Elg/W
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Py = 58.0 (1073) [2z0/ 

2e Solution by Iteration Method. 

In this method the deflections at the load points are expressed 

in terms of the influence coefficients and the inertia forces. These 

simultaneous equations in X, are placed in matrix form. Assuming 

arbitrery vslues of x4, matrix multiplication of the coefficient 

matrix and the colum mtrix containing the assumed values of x, is 

carried oute The resulting colum mtrix is normalized and the 

process repested with the normalized values substituted for Xse This 

process is continued until the product matrix stabilizes when normal- 

ized. 

To obtain the second mode the orthogonality relationship 

between the first and second mode is used to eliminate the first mode 

content from the second modee The resulting mtrix is substituted in 

the first mode matrix obtaining a secomi mode matrix equation. The 

iterstion procedure as carried out for the first mode is repeated, 

the stabilized column matrix producing the second mode frequency, 

when normalized. 

The third mode procedure is much the same, except that the 

orthogonality relationship must be expressed for the first and 

third modes as well as for the second and third modes, to insure 

the contents of these modes (first and second) being excluded from 

the third mode. The resulting matrix equation is substituted in
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the matrix equation for the second mote to obtain the matrix 

ecuation for the third mode. 

To illustrate: 

The deflection ecuations sre written in mtrix form 

      

- 4 . a 
x aay a y 

X> =p* any 2M, An 3™3 Xo 

| 3 i 437m) Bg0M., A335 | 3 |       
Substituting the previously determined velues of the influence 

coefficients the first mede matrix is obtained 

      

a T VT 77 x 9 11 7 x 

x_ |= 2Wp“103 ll 1% Ui X, 
2 3P Ip 

} x3 | i ad 11 7 | Xa       
Using an iteration procedure outlined by Thomson e we obtain 

Px, | 0.707 | 

x, |= Qwp°10? (31.52)| 1 P= 6.90(1073)Ere/w 
3EIg 

0.70 
3 | O9707 |         

In obtaining the second mode the orthogonality relstionship 

is used, where the subscripts refer to position ami the suverscripts 

refer to the mode.
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1) 2) . 7) 2) 4 1) 2) 2). m $ xe! = W(O.707) xe + W(1)k<! + W(0.707)X" = O i 4 tS 3 

2). 2) _ (2) £ = = 1. cul - ¥ 

(2) _ (2) 
*o ° 9 

(2)_ (2) 2). £2 
Writing in matrix form 

  

*) 0 =~] eAl4 =] x 

X,, =! 0 1 0 x, 

i Xy | 0 0 1 Xs           
Substituting in the matrix equation for the first mode. 

          

[ i Te “Tf. x 9 1 7]] 0 Hele -2 |] x 

x. |= 2Wp*103 |} 11 16 11]] o 1 ol} x, 
Z 3EIg “ 

i Xa ; 7 iil 9 IL 0 G 1 Xq       
and performing the multiplication indicated we obtsin the second 

mode matrix equation 

      

_ . _ oe 
x, QO «1.73 2 x 

x,|= 2Wp°10?| 0 0.45 0 x o| = gip’lo 04 3 
3EIg 

3 | 0 1.10 2 | |      
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Using the iteration procedure in the same mnner as for the 

            

first mode 

[ x. oy 099 Py 
1 

x, | = 2up°107 | 0.003 | = 2Wp%103 (1.99) | 0.0015 
3Ele 3Eleg 

pS | 199 i 1 | 

1 = 2up°10? (1.99) (1) Po = 2704 (1077) EIg/W 
3EIg 

To obtain the third mode the orthogonality relationships are 

, £2) (3) 3) ) 3) . uy PD BB+ BD = 

, O38) M3), MB) _ 
2 x) x + x, * + x3 X3 = 0 

These relationships produce the equations 

{3) - 3) 

1 3 

(3) _ (3) 
x = =]).414 X3 

(3) 3) 
X3 = Xo 

which when expressed in matrix ‘or. give 

xy 0 QO | Ll Xq 

a) = 0 0 =] eAl4 a) 

x CGC 60 l x
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Substitution is made in the matrix equation for the second 

mode resulting in the matrix equation for the third mode 

i xy 0 0 O.4k x 

Om
 x | Zip? 107 | 0 

3uIg 
| 3 0 60 O45 Xy 

— — — 

-0.635 Xo 

X,| = 2Wp2 103 | ~0,635 Xo 
3KIg 

%q 0.45 %3         
then normalizing we obtain 

1 W p2 107 (0.45) (1) 

pz = 57.6 (107) EIe/ 
3. Solution by Rayleigh Method 

In this method a frequency equation for the fundamental only 

is obtained by the equating of the expressions for potential and 

ki. .tic energy. 

tt opty t 

yo xP = 2 May ag 2 

  

where W: 4 are the loads at the respective positions and x; the corre- 

sponding deflections. 

Writing the deflection equations in terms of influence 

coefficients and loads
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‘ef W t x, 2 W544 + Woy» + W345 ’ 

xp = Wyao7 + Wraoa + W893 ’ 

= Wa W W * 

%3 = 1531 F M2890 F %5333 

Computing these from influence coefficient data previously 

worked out and substituting in the frequency forma above, we obtain 

p= 6.90 (20°) | Bre/ 

4. Solution by Dunkerley's Equation 

The Dunkerley Equation for this part of the problem takes the 

form 

=2 2 4 + Bool, + 8,3. 

1 

substituting influence coefficients previously computed in 

part C-1 we have 

Ly — W (68 x 107) 

Py 3EIg 

Py = 6.65(107) Elg 
W 

This method for this type of problem is rapid and accurate to 

within three or four per cent. The frequency obtained will be lower 

than those found by the other methods because of the dropping of the 

e2 terms from the left side of the equation. 

D. Two Span Beam with Concentrated Loads 

A two span beam with hineed supports is assumed, with concen-
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trated loads at mid span. The spans are of equal length. (Fig. “, 

1. Solution by the Application of D'Alembert's principle 

In this method the deflections are written in terms of the 

influence coefficients and the inertia forces. Reduction to alge~ 

braic form is accomplishe? by the relationship x = h; sin pt. The 

expansion of the determinant formed from the simultaneous linear 

equations in hy and hy provide the frequency equation. 

To iliustrate: 

Given the beam indicated in Figure six and neglecting the 

weight of the beam, Find the frequencies of the two modes of 

vibration, 

The deflections in terms of the influence coefficients and 

the inertia forces are 

oe 

& & 

*2 
. W oe . “at on 

*aue 7 922 = *2 

Converting to algebraic form using x; * h: sin pt we obtain 

24 2 bh, = ae : pv by + “123 p hy 

- 2 uf ne 
ha = 4g, EP "Lt 822 2 P ho 

Transposing and forming a determinant of the coefficients of h



      

  

    

W W 

k— L/4 —> — 1/4 — 

pp ____ L/2. ____ | 

L 9   

Two Span Beam with Concentrated Loads. 

Fig. 6
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2 2 
(ajP°- 2)  ayop : 

W 

= u ©
 

g 2 . l= 
ao7P . Bo9P 8) 

Hares anys —_ A _ 2 ak Hxvanding (a, 1200 4 945) p (aj, ao) & p= 2° 2 O 
+ 
we 

The influence coefficients are found to be 

&11 = 490 * 23 L ~-~ 23k where k = I? 
1L2288EL L2288EL 

a 2 A J 13 = «9k 

12 a1 12288EI 

Substituting these values into the determinant and expanding 

the frequency equation is found to be 

¥ 

LbSk@pt ~ K6kp*g ~ Re = 0 
Solving for kp* we obtain 

kp* = g. and ¢g 
320 W 

Solving for p we obtain 

= 19.6 = <9. t oie (Bg m2 9-7 (ig 
2. oolution by Iteration Method 

In this method deflections are expressed in terms of the 

influence coefficients and the inertia forces. A matrix equation 

is formed in terms of the deflections. Arbitrary values are assumed 

for the deflections and the iteration procedure is carried out as 

neevisouly described. In this process the higher mode will be found 

first. :liminating the higher mode content by using the orthogonality
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relationship a matrix equation is constructed. Substituting in the 

original matrix equation and simplifying, the matrix equation for 

the lower mode is found, 

To illustrate: 

The deflection equations are 

ye ay lip + ayo Wl p*x, 
& & 

=3,, Wx + 4,5 W px *2 = Sa, SPQ TF 820 ee 

The matrix is 

x a a 
Lis pew 11 12 4 

Inserting the influence coefficients and letting k # 13/12288EI 

and xy am Xy L 

    

- 5 - 

1 23 ~9 1 lh 
= pe i k =P uk 

1 g =9 23 1 g 14 

fs 
zp Wk (14) 

1 g L 

therefore p< = 12288 EI Py = 29.6 |i E 
ih Wid . a 

Using she orthogonality relationship the equations 

WP tga



4b 

or xf") - ax?) 

x) = xt) 

Expressing in matrix form 

xy 0 ~1 al 

Xp 0 i X5 

i 

Substituting in the matrix equation for the higher mode 

x 23 =9|fo -1 
"| os peak . 

a) g ~9 23 0 Li| x, 

x 32, x ol 

1) peWk 1}. 32 p2 Wk “1 
X5 & 32 X5 g 1 Xo 

ls pew Lb _ (32) (1) pp 2 19.6 Big 
g 12288 EI W 

Since the assumed deflections in the first part were both 

positive, the solution indicated was that of the symmetric or higher 

mode. in the second part the application of the orthogo ality re- 

lationship excluded the first mode content and introduced deflections 

which were different in sign thus producing the lower mode. 

3. Solution by Rayleigh Method 

The frequency formula found by equating potential and kinetic 

onergy is 

gz LwgXs 
ps 

X Myc
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The deflection equations are 

=a W + Ww 
4 Baa 7 Bye 

ui x a Weta WwW 
2 211 222 

Using the influence coefficients ag previously determined and 

substituting in the formula above, the frecuency 

p = 296 Flg/WL? is obtained. 

The influence coefficients nore deflections, which reflect the 

static load condition. And since the symmetric or higher male closely 

approximates the static curve, vhen the influence coefficients, 

obtained from the st-tic conditions, are substituted intc the fre- 

quency equation, the higher mode resultse If on the other hand, 

the loads are assume! to be of the inertia type, and that one acts 

downward when the other acts upward, the influence coefficients would 

all be positive. Substitution in the frequency formula on this basis 

would produce the anti-symmetric or lower mole. 

4e Solution by Dunkerley's Equation 

The formula is 1, = 4,47 Ano Yo» 

P) é g 

Substituting values of influence coefficients previously 

determined, we have 

l= 46 Ly 
pe T2288 ET 2 

p = 16.35 | ste/n?



The error here is about 17% as compared with the 19.6 [ptg/a? 

previously determined. The lerge percenta;;e of error is due to the 

other frecuency being relatively so close.
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TABLE & 

Frecuencies for Single {pan Beam vith Load Not at Center 

Frecuency Equation p= we | ere/ut4 Load at 1/4 point. 

  

  

  

Me 

Mode Sepe Vare Rayleigh Pits Dunkerley 

1 6084 6.93 6.84 670 

2 2769 25005 

3 €0.0 &0.'70         
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TABLE 3 

Frequencies for Single Span Beam with Discrete Loads 

Frequency Equation p = c1o~? | ste 

  

  

  

G 

Mode Influence Iteration hayleion Dunkerley 
Coefficient 

Py 6.90 6.90 6.50 6.65 

Po ZT ok 27 od, 

5E.0 Feb         
  

 



TABLE 4 

Frequencies for Two Span Beam with Concentr=ted Loads 

Freauency Equation p = C ee /WL? 

  

  

  

C 

Mode D'Alembert's Iteration Rayleigh Dunkerley 
Principle 

Py 19.6 19.6 16.35 

Po 2907 2946 2926         
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VI DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Ae Single Span Beams with Load at Center 

The Solution by the Exact Methed resulted in a transcen- 

dental equation in the parameter M which was solved by graphing, for 

the first three modes and for three load conditions for the first 

mode. 

The Rayleigh Method, oreducing only the first mode, was used 

in two different ways, first by a procedure outlined by Timoshenko- 

and second by a procedure suggested by Thomson”. Roth procedures 

were equally effective and results were within one per cent of the 

exact solution. 

The Dunkerley Equation gave the fundamental frequency within 

2/3 per cent. It was found rapid to use and required few calcu- 

lations. 

The Ritz Method produced first, second and third mode frequen- 

cies which were never more than one per cent higher than the exact 

values. The degree of difficulty of the solution depended upon the 

number of terms in the assumed deflection curve, and hence the number 

of modes desired. 

Freberg and Kemler’, Timoshenko!, and Den Hartog? have presen=- 

ted methods and formulas for lumping the beam weight at the center. 

These metheds produced the first mode only. They were found to be 

rapid and accurate to within one per cente



Be Single Span Beam with Load Not at Center 

The Solution by the Exact Method produced a transcendental 

equation which was very tedious to solve. Solution was accomplished 

graphically, for the special case, with the concentrated load ata 

quarter point. 

The Rayleigh Solution which has been reduced to forma form 

by Timoshenko" is accurate to within 1-1/2 per cent. 

The Dunkerley Equation is rapid and easy to use. It produces 

the fundamental frequency cnly, which is about two per cent lower 

than the exact value. 

The Ritz Method produced results which more closely coincided 

with the Exact Method than did any of the others. The fundamental was 

found to be the same and the higher modes did not differ by more than 

one per cent. 

C. Single Span Beam with Discrete Leads. 

The Influence Coefficient Method and the Iteration Method were 

used to produce the first three modes. Numerical results were identi- 

cal for the first two modes and were within one per cent of each other 

for the third mode. For this problem, the former required the so- 

lution of an algebraic cubic equation, where as, the latter required 

the repeated application of the iteration procedure to a third order 

matrixe 

The Rayleigfh Method proved to be as accurate as the first two 

producing the same fundamental, and since influence coefficients
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were required, the same preliminaries were necessary. Solution was 

by substitution into an energy equation. 

Dunkerley's Fauation proved rapid to use but produced only the 

first mode which was found to be four per cent below the exact value. 

D. Two Span Beam with Concentrated Loads. 

The Iteration Method and the method in which D'Alembert's 

Principle is applied produced identical results. The former required 

the repeated application of the iteration procedure to a matrix 

equation, and the latter the solution of an algebraic equation. 

The Dunkerley Fouation, althourh rapid te use produced a result 

which was 17 per cent lower than the assumed exact value. 

The Rayleigh Method, involving the use of influence coefficients 

and the energy relationship to frequency, produced the higher mode 

exactly. This was caused by the fact that the deflections used in 

the energy equation reflected the static conditions. And since the 

static curve clesely approximated the symmetric or hisher mode, that 

mode was obtained. Had the loading becn assumed to be of the inertia 

type, such that when one load acted upward the cther acted downward, 

the influence coefficients would have been positive and the anti- 

symmetric or lower mode would have been obtained.
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VII CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions reached from the investigation will be con- 

sidered under three categories; (1) Single Span Beam with One 

Concentrated Load, (2) Cingle Span Beam with Several Concentrated 

Loads, and (3) Two Span Beam with Concentrated Loads. 

(1) Single Span Beam with One Concentrated Load 

The method of solution requiring the application of boundary 

conditions to the sclution of the beam equation was considered practi- 

cal for the symmetrical case. However, for the unsymmetrical case, 

with the concentrsted losd not at the center, the resulting transcen- 

dental equation was considered too cumbersome to permit of a practi- 

eal sclution. The accuracy of this method was presumed to be god, 

as frequencies obtained by the Ritz Method compared very favorably. 

The Ritz Method served as a check on the fundamental as ob- 

tained by the other methods 2s well as a practical way of finding two 

of the higher modes. It was found to be within one per cent of the 

exact method. The work involved and the time recuired were found to 

be dependent upon the number of modes desired. The number of terms 

in the assumed deflection ecuation corresponded with the degree of 

the final freauency ecuation and hence with the number of males 

determined. 

The Rayleigh Method for the determination of the first mode 

only, was found to be accurate to within one per cent, for both the 

symmetrical an? the unsymmetrical cases. It presented no



complications in manipulation and was reasonably rapid. 

The Dunkerley Equation produced the fundamental frequency to 

within one per cent for the symmetrical case and to within two per 

cent for the unsymmetrical casee It presented no complication in 

manipulation recuiring only the computation of a deflection and the 

frequency cf a uniform beame 

(2) {ingle Span Beam with Several Concentrated Loads 

All methods considered required the calculation of influence 

coefficients. Of the systems producing the fundamental only, the 

Rayleich Method was the more accurate, assuming the exact sclution 

was that produced by both the Iterstion and the Influence Coef~ 

ficient Methods. 

The Dunkerley equation although much more rapid than the 

Rayleigh Method produced a frequency which was four per cent below 

the assumed exact value. 

Results obtained frem the Influence Coefficient Method and the 

Iteration Method coincided exactly for the first two modes and were 

within 3/4 per cent of each other on the third mode. The Iteration 

Method is prob-bly the more practicel of the two as the Influence 

Coefficient Method recuired the sclution of an algebraic equation, 

the degree of which depended upon the number of concentrated loads. 

(3) Tvo Span Feam with Concentrated Loads 

All metheds considered required the calculation of influence 

coefficients.
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Results obtained by the application of D'Alembert's Principle 

and the Iteration Method were identical. The former required the so- 

lution of an algebraic ecuation, the derree cf which depended on the 

number of concentrated loads. The latter method involved the appli- 

cation of the iteration procedure to a matrix equation, the order of 

the coefficient matrix being the same as the number of concentrated 

leads. For this particular problem the application of D'Alembert's 

Principle was more desirable. 

The Rayleigh Method produced accurate results in this case, 

prolucing the higher mode. This was due to the influence coefficients 

having been computed from the static load conditions, and since the 

static curve closely approximated the symmetric mode, which was the 

higher one, thet one was produced. Introduction of inertia instead 

of static loads would change the signs of the negative influence 

coefficients and would produce the fundamental frequency. 

The Dunkerley Equation, althouch rapid to apply, produced 

results which were 17 per cent below the assumed exact value for the 

first mode frequency, due to the fact that the first and second mode 

frequencies were so close together.
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VIII SUMMARY 

The classical method, recuired for its solution, the appli- 

cation of boundary conditions to the solution of the beam equation. 

Except for the case cf the beam with one concentrated load at the 

center, it was not considered a practical solution. The transcen- 

dental equation obtained in the solution of the unsymmetrical case, 

considered in part B, was found too cumbersome to handlee It was 

not attempted in parts C and D. 

The Rayleigh Method proved to be a simple, accurnte and 

reascnably rapid method for all cases considered. 

The Dunkerley foquation gave very satisfactory results for 

parts A, B, and C. It wes rapid to use, accurste and in mest cases 

the data could be found in prepsred tabulations. Results were in- 

accurate for the two span beam, indicating the necessity for caution 

in its application to multi-span beams. 

The Ritz Method, which is a refinement of the Rayleizh Method, 

proved to be exceedingly accurate when applied to the beam with the 

single concentrated load. However, it was found, that as the number 

of terms in the assumed deflection ecuation increased, the work be- 

came more time consuming. It was used only in perts A and Be 

The Influence Coefficient Method and the application of 

D'Alembert's Principle, which metheds are quite similar, proved to 

be simple, accurate, and rapid. However, as the number of degrees



of freedom increased, the degree of the slgebraic equation increased, 

which complicated the solution. 

The Iteration Method is probably the method to be used if the 

number of degrees of freedom exceeds threee As the number of modes 

increases the number of iterations would increase, but the individual 

operations in themselves would remain simple. This method proved 

simple and accurate to usee For the cases considered, it was more 

time consuming to use than either the Influence Coefficient Method or 

the application of D'Alembert's Principle. However, for higher degree 

situations, it should prove to be a more oractical method.
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